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Introduction 

Management Summary 

After a full year of so far undisturbed productive operation of eCHS on OCHP Version 1.3, we are 

proud to announce OCHP 1.4. Starting with an integration phase from November 2016, the new 

interface will provide more functionality and higher convenience in the implementation. 

At the same time, the OCHPdirect extension that was introduced with OCHP 1.3 will be updated to 

version 0.2 to enable further functionality and better usability for all parties. 

Technical Summary 

In this update to OCHP 1.4 some enhancements are made to the API. Besides a few minor 

updates, bug fixes and spellings corrections also new features are added to the API.  

 New role: parking space operator 

 Currently with the ability to supply live data regarding parking space occupation 

 Makes use of existing UpdateStatus method 

 Tariff data exchange 

 Tariff data can now be exchanged through the platform 

 Tariffs can be defined for individual recipients to reflect the bilateral arrangements 

 New methods are introduced: UpdateTariffs, GetTariffUpdates 

 Enhanced CDR life cycle 

 CDRs can now be revised by the CPO 

 The formerly manual process of handling declined CDRs is now covered in OCHP 

 New method for the CPO: CheckCDRs (to check on the current status of their CDRs) 

 ConfirmCDRs now only requires CDR-ID + EVSE-ID as input, not the full CDR 

 Reworked / clarified LiveAuthorisation 

 now called GetSingleRoamingAuthorisationInfo 

 LiveAuth sessions are no longer tracked in eCHS and no longer get a LiveAuthID 

The following changes were made to OCHPdirect 0.2: 

 Removed the distinction between basic and advanced use cases 

 Made InformProvider a mandatory part of OCHPdirect 

 Providers are now required to provide an Endpoint for OCHPdirect 0.2 

 Made InformProvider a bidirectional method: 

 CPO sends InformProvider on charge event (as in OCHPdirect 0.1) 

 EMP requests InformProvider to collect / update information 

 Extended InformProvider with further information 

 Enabled reservation requests in SelectEvse 

 Enabled basic smart charging in ControlEvse 
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Changes to OCHP 

1. Added PSO role 

Change type: Enhancement 

Impact: ☒Specification, ☒API, ☒eCHS 

Backward-Compatibility: PSO data only available on OCHP 1.4 and onwards 

Forward-Compatibility: - 

Impact for partners: NSPs can now receive parking spot live data 

 Partners can now send parking spot live data 

Description: The role of PSO is added to the eCHS and the data exchange 

through UpdateStatus enabled. The PSO uses a ParkingStatusType, 

which is a direct copy of the EVSE major status. Roaming is enabled 

between PSO and CPO partners (live-POI checkbox) to enrich CPO-

data and combining EVSE and parking status values into one 

combined status value. 

 GetStatus now allows the optional definition of which status to 

return, evse, combined or parking. When returning combined status 

values, eCHS will return combined status values for all EVSEs it 

would up to now return EVSE status values for (i.e. the same 

number of status is returned for combined and evse). 

 Status values of EVSE and associated parking spots are combined 

according to the parkingId specified in the static POI data, which 

allows multiple parking spots to be mapped to one EVSE. The 

combined status value is generated as follows: 

- If no parkingId is associated with an EVSE, then the combined 

status = EVSE status. 

- If the EVSE status is anything other than available/available or 

unknown, then the combined status = EVSE status. 

- If the EVSE status is available/available and at least one 

parking status of associated parkingIds is available, then the 

combined status = available/available. 

- If the EVSE status is available/available or unknown and all 

parking status of associated parkingIds is not-available, then the 

combined status must be not-available/blocked. 
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Specification 

 

 

 

 

WSDL (API) 
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eCHS GUI 

 

- PSO-role in partner matrix: 

o roaming with CPOs 

o checkbox live-POI 

o mandatory Type-ID 

 o Parking Spot Op. 
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2. Added Tariff Exchange 

Change type: Enhancement 

Impact: ☒Specification, ☒API, ☐eCHS 

Backward-Compatibility: Tariff Exchange only with Partners using OCHP 1.4+ 

Forward-Compatibility: - 

Impact for partners: -  

Description: Possibility for partners to upload flexible tariff data specific to 

certain recipients to the eCHS and to reference those tariffs on 

connector level. Tariffs are exchanged according to the “RA”-

roaming setting in the partner matrix. 

 Methods: UpdateTariffs (CPO), GetTariffUpdates (EMP) 

 category in ChargePointInfo renamed tariffId, moved to 

connectorType and extended to string(15) 

Specification 
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WSDL (API) 
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eCHS GUI 

(none) 
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3. Changed LiveAuth to SingleAuth 

Change type: Enhancement 

Impact: ☒Specification, ☒API, ☐eCHS 

Backward-Compatibility: Functionality is the same. SingleAuth Requests are no longer 

tracked in eCHS and don’t get a LiveAuth-ID. 

Forward-Compatibility: - 

Impact for partners: Partners using SingleAuth no longer have to provide an EVSE-ID 

with their request. Otherwise usage is the same. 

Description: Since LiveAuth was being misunderstood by many partners, it has 

been renamed SingleAuth to clarify the fact that only the eCHS-

internal whitelist is checked, not the EMP-system. 

 The need for an EVSE-ID in the request was removed (which was 

not compatible with OCPP). 

Specification 

 

WSDL (API) 
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eCHS GUI 

LiveAuth Frontend page can be removed from eCHS once OCHP 1.3 is deprecated. OCHP 1.4 

SingleAuth requests are no longer tracked here. 
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4. Extended CDR-Handling 

Change type: Enhancement 

Impact: ☒Specification, ☒API, ☐eCHS 

Backward-Compatibility: revised status is returned as accepted on OCHP 1.3,  

Forward-Compatibility: no issues, new handling procedure replaces manual frontend 

procedure. OCHP 1.3 CDR-IDs do not contain the CPO-ID at the 

beginning. 

Impact for partners: Partners switching to OCHP 1.4 may start handling declined CDRs 

completely via the web service instead of having to use the GUI.  

Description: The manual process of CDRs being declined, corrected and finally 

rejected or approved can now be handled entirely through the web 

service. 

 New Method for CPOs: CheckCDRs 

 New Status for CDRs: revised (only for accepted, declined CDRs) 

 ConfirmCDRs now only needs CDR-ID + EVSE-ID as input (no 

longer the entire CDR) 

 GetCDRs, CheckCDRs allows access to defined status of CDRs (e.g. 

access to archived CDRs as well) 

 AddCDRs also allows upload of CDRs with status revised or rejected 

 Note: all CDR-IDs uploaded by OCHP 1.4 will now contain the CPO-

ID for the first five characters and will thus be treated as unique 

across the entire eCHS. CDRs uploaded via OCHP 1.3 are only EVSE-

unique, however, and do not necessarily contain the CPO-ID. 

Specification 
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WSDL (API) 
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eCHS GUI 

(none) 
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5. Changed – to _ in connectorStandard enum 

Change type: Bug Fix 

Impact: ☒Specification, ☒API, ☐eCHS 

Backward-Compatibility: eCHS translates between the two versions. 

Forward-Compatibility: eCHS translates between the two versions. 

Impact for partners: none 

Description: Certain programming languages show problems when having to 

handle hyphens. 

Specification 

 See WSDL. 

WSDL (API) 

   

eCHS GUI 

(none) 
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6. Combined address and parking related fields 

Change type: Enhancement 

Impact: ☒Specification, ☒API, ☐eCHS 

Backward-Compatibility: eCHS “unpacks” the new address-element 

Forward-Compatibility: eCHS combines existing elements, CDRs missing address-

information are completed from EVSE-database 

Impact for partners:  

Description: All address related fields (in ChargePointInfo, CdrInfo) got 

combined into a new AddressType element, all parking related fields 

got combined into a ParkingSpotType element. 

 ParkingSpotType allows referencing of a unique ID by a PSO. 

Specification 
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WSDL (API) 
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eCHS GUI 

(none) 
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7. Changed ParkingRestrictionType to RestrictionType 

Change type: Enhancement 

Impact: ☒Specification, ☒API, ☐eCHS 

Backward-Compatibility: eCHS combines all restrictions on the EVSE level. carsharing 

restriction is set to customers 

Forward-Compatibility: eCHS uses restrictions for both EVSE and parkingspot (only if there 

is further parking spot information defined, otherwise not) 

Impact for partners: Possibility to have distinct restrictions apply to the EVSE and the 

parking spot. 

Description: The former ParkingRestrictionType may now be separately used for 

EVSE and parking spot and may now contain carsharing. 

Specification 

  

WSDL (API) 
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eCHS GUI 

(none) 
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8. Added multiple data fields to CDR-Info 

Change type: Enhancement 

Impact: ☒Specification, ☒API, ☐eCHS 

Backward-Compatibility: optional data not available in OCHP 1.3, BillingItem reservation  

serviceFee, reservationtime  usagetime 

Forward-Compatibility: - 

Impact for partners: -  

Description: Introduction of reservation in OCHPdirect makes it necessary for 

partners to be able to bill their customers for it. Thus, reservation 

and reservationtime are added to BillingItemType. Further 

information for European roaming necessitates taxrate, currency. 

Easier handling: totalCost 

Specification 

  

 

[…] 
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[…] 

 

WSDL (API) 

 

eCHS GUI 

(none) 
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9. Changed operatingTimes and accessTimes 

Change type: Enhancement 

Impact: ☒Specification, ☒API, ☐eCHS 

Backward-Compatibility: Copy openingTimes to operatingTimes 

Forward-Compatibility: Copy operatingTimes to openingTimes, closedCharging = false 

Impact for partners: Less confusion as to which type to use. 

Description: operatingTimes and accessTimes have been simplified to only 

contain openingTimes which in turn may contain a Boolean 

closedCharging (default = false) 

Specification 

  

WSDL (API) 
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eCHS GUI 

(none) 
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10. Other changes 

 

Change type: Enhancement 

Impact: ☒Specification, ☒API, ☐eCHS 

Backward-Compatibility: - 

Forward-Compatibility: - 

Impact for partners: - 

Description: Changed EmtId default representation to “plain” (was “sha-160”) 

 Added possibility to add charging stations / points with limited 

accessibility: GeneralLocationType may contain “private”. 

 Added maxReservation to ChargePointInfo to enable CPOs to 

specify a maximum allowable duration for a reservation. 

Specification 

  

WSDL (API) 
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eCHS GUI 

(none) 
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11. Specification document 

Change type: Bug Fix, Enhancement 

Impact: ☒Specification, ☐API, ☐eCHS 

Backward-Compatibility: n/a 

Forward-Compatibility: n/a 

Impact for partners: none 

Description: Various spelling errors in the specification document get corrected. 

Added more information and clarifications to different definitions. 
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Changes to OCHPdirect 
Note: there is no direct interoperability between distinct versions of OCHPdirect. A partner is 

advised to run multiple version endpoints to cover as big a portion of roaming partners as possible. 

Running a 0.1-Endpoint in addition to a 0.2-Endpoint should only require minimal effort to remove 

the data not compatible with the older version. 

Version information is exchanged through the eCHS in the now mandatory namespaceURL element 

of the endpoint exchange. All endpoints uploaded via OCHP 1.3 without this information will be 

treated as though OCHP 1.3 was defined as namespace in this position. 

12. Extended InformProvider method 

Change type: Enhancement 

Impact: ☒Specification, ☒API, ☐eCHS 

Impact for partners: Enhanced possibility for information exchange through 

InformProvider. 

 The CPO Endpoint has to handle an InformProvider request from 

the EMP as a new method. 

Description: InformProvider is now a mandatory part of OCHPdirect for all 

partners. Additionally, it can now be requested from the CPO-

Endpoint by the EMP if they wish to collect additional information. 

 Further information not before part of InformProvider has been 

added to enable the transfer of meter readings as well as parts of 

the CDR information. 

Specification 
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WSDL (API) 
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eCHS GUI 

(none) 
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13. Clarified token exchange 

Change type: Enhancement 

Impact: ☒Specification, ☒API, ☒eCHS 

Impact for partners: Easier to understand the implementation, more strict validity of 

tokens. 

Description: Changed validUntil element in direct endpoints to validDate to 

specify a single day that the token is valid for (plus overlap). 

 For OCHP 1.3 partners the eCHS has to translate the validDate into 

a validUntil of 0:30 UTC of the following day. 

 For every partner and namespaceURL, there may only be one 

token/endpoint for each day (validDate). This means, up to a time 

cutoff (12:00 UTC of day “validDate – 1”), security tokens can be 

overwritten. 

 Additionally, the token used must be unique and shall be rejected 

by eCHS if the same token is being used by another endpoint for 

this validDate. 

Specification 
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WSDL (API) 

 

eCHS GUI 

(none) 
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14. Enabled reservation through SelectEvse 

Change type: Enhancement 

Impact: ☒Specification, ☒API, ☐eCHS 

Impact for partners: - (Reservation upon SelectEvse is already in place) 

Description: SelectEvse is extended with a reserveUntil field, in which the EMP 

may request a time until which a reservation should be placed upon 

the selected EVSE. 

 Usage: it is recommended not to exceed a reservation of 30 

minutes or to consider the maxReservation field from the 

ChargePointInfo. If a CPO does not wish to grant the reservation for 

the requested duration, they can respond with a different TTL for 

the session and it is up to the EMP to either accept this TTL (keep 

the session open) or to close the session (ReleaseEvse). 

 In case the reserving Contract-ID is associated with multiple 

physical RFID tokens and the charging process shall be started with 

one of those physical tokens, an EmtId may be part of the 

reservation request as well. This is to be used only in the case 

specified here, not at any other time and is a workaround for an 

OCPP limitation (ReserveNow has to contain a physical token). 

Specification 
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WSDL (API) 

 

eCHS GUI 

(none) 
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15. Enhanced OCHPdirect with smart charging capabilities 

Change type: Enhancement 

Impact: ☒Specification, ☒API, ☒eCHS 

Impact for partners: - 

Description: Added the following elements to the ControlEvse method: 

maxCurrent, onePhase, minEnergy, departure 

 Added stateOfCharge and the abovementioned elements to the 

InformProvider method. 

Specification 

 

WSDL (API) 

 

eCHS GUI 

(none) 
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16. Specification document 

Change type: Bug Fix, Enhancement 

Impact: ☒Specification, ☐API, ☐eCHS 

Backward-Compatibility: n/a 

Forward-Compatibility: n/a 

Impact for partners: none 

Description: Various spelling errors in the specification document get corrected. 

Added more information to multiple definitions. 
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Changes to the eCHS 

17. Contact page in the Frontend 

Instead of having just a contact e-mail address for each partner on the eCHS, a full contact page 

will be added, containing information for both a business contact and a technical contact (publicly 

accessible) as well as a list of possibly multiple e-mail addresses that should be used by the eCHS 

for notifications (only accessible by the partner themselves). 

Business Contact 

            Name: A. B. 

            Company: B 

            Phone: +123546879 

            E-Mail: a@b.com 

Technical Contact 

            Name: B. A. 

            Company: B 

            Phone: +987654321 

            E-mail: b@a.com 

Notification E-Mails: 

            - 1@a.com 

            - 2@a.com 

            - … 

This info can be assigned to multiple Partners, just as we have network and group selection, we 

can select contacts for partners (i.e. one contact page can be assigned to multiple partners). While 

introducing this, the current contact e-mail address will be used as a notification e-mail as well as 

the initial e-mail for the business contact. 


